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Senate Resolution 142

By: Senators Wilkinson of the 50th, Gooch of the 51st, Miller of the 49th, Ginn of the 47th

and Mullis of the 53rd 

A RESOLUTION

Commending the Towns County Mountain Movers and Shakers; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, the Mountain Movers and Shakers, founded in 2011, is a conservative group2

of men and women who reach out to the needs of the Towns County community; and3

WHEREAS, they are advocates of voter awareness, and they also play a large part in4

educating the county politically; and5

WHEREAS, this group of individuals has proven to be an essential part of Towns County6

and Northeast Georgia, and they are committed to meeting whatever needs the region may7

have, even if it involves manual labor; and8

WHEREAS, the nonpartisan team ensures the "Towns County Welcome" sign is cared for9

and up to date, and they periodically prime, paint, and rebuild the structure whenever it is10

necessary and keep up the grounds around the Towns County sign, including maintaining11

beautiful flowers around its base; and12

WHEREAS, as supporters of the community, they realize the children of the Towns County13

School System are the future of their county and state and hold development classes and14

competitions for the students; specifically, the group leads the "Student Public Speaking15

Development" seminars in Towns County, which help students learn how to begin their16

speeches, hold the attention of the audience, and ultimately deliver their messages effectively17

to their audience; and18

WHEREAS, in July, the group also hosted a speech contest to showcase the students' newly19

acquired skills, where the first four winners won a combined $1,250.00, and Governor Deal20

wrote the group a letter to show the contestants his passion for public speaking this past July,21

where he said the talent helped him choose the college he attended and guided his career; and22
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WHEREAS, the group, under the leadership of Mr. Sam Fullerton, is committed to helping23

the students of Towns County succeed, and they are appreciative of the generous support24

they have received from the entire community; and25

WHEREAS, the Movers and Shakers of Towns County have speakers from around the26

county and state come address them at their weekly breakfast meetings, helping them stay27

up to date with the issues facing this country and allowing them to effectively educate their28

peers.29

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body30

commend the Towns County Mountain Movers and Shakers.31

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed32

to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to the Towns County33

Mountain Movers and Shakers.34


